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“The Oprah Winfrey Show and the Talk-Show Furor” 
 
Start with these two basic premises: 
 
1. Oprah Winfrey is probably the most celebrated and powerful black woman in U.S. history. 
2. Oprah Winfrey is the undisputed leader of a television genre which has been more vehemently attacked by 
the Establishment than any other in television history. 
 
 You don't have to be an Albert Einstein to recognize that these two propositions are related. 
 
 The modem daytime talk show - created by Phil Donahue in the late 1960s, revolutionized by Oprah 
in the 1980s, and then transmogrified in the 1990s by everyone from Ricki Lake to Jenny Jones - is the 
newest genre to sweep television. On an average mid-nineties weekday, The Oprah Winfrey Show was 
watched by ten million Americans, mostly women, and the 20 or so other daytime talk shows in 1995 had a 
combined daily audience of around 50 million viewers - though many people undoubtedly watched a whole 
slew of these shows each day. Though these numbers were high, they pale when compared to those of the 
combined audiences that watch the violence of prime-time action shows or the local news. 
 
 Yet the talk-show genre was absolutely vilified by critics - blamed for everything from the culture's 
preoccupation with victimization to the general decline of civic discourse.  Daytime talk generated a well- 
publicized crusade (led by two U.S. senators and former Secretary of Education William Bennett) to purify 
the medium, not to mention a dozen or so critical books and hundreds of negative articles which joined 
these Washington officials in calling the new genre a "case study of rot” and the pollution of the human 
environment." 
 
 Admittedly daytime talk shows are not for the squeamish or children - though one hopes that 
Bennett and his minions were as concerned about the millions who live full-time in economic and social 
surroundings far more squalid than anything on The Maury Povich Show.  The shows typically involve from 
two to six guests talking about their personal experiences, followed by boos, applause, tears, questions and 
shouts from a studio audience, modeled roughly on Howdy Doody's Peanut Gallery. A typical week of mid-
nineties programming on these shows was likely to include such topics as: 
 
 Leathermen Love Triangles Bisexuals 
 Abusive Boyfriends 
 Men Engaged to Three Pregnant Women Clueless Men 
 Women Who Marry Their Rapists  
 Runaway Teens 
 Secret Crushes 

This was the genre where a man was surprisingly "confronted" with a secret admirer on Jenny Jones, found 
the admirer was a man, and killed him after the show for humiliating him on national television. (The show 
was never broadcast due to the shooting.)  "Rather than being mortified, ashamed, or trying to hide their 
stigma,” two sociologists wrote of this genre, “guests willingly and eagerly discuss their child molesting, 
sexual quirks, and criminal records, in an effort to seek ‘understanding’ for their particular disease.” 
 
 These shows obviously offer a distorted vision of America, thrive on feeling rather than thought and 
worship the sound-bite rather than the art of conversation. Yet it's not like television hasn't been walking 
down these same paths in other forms every day for the past 50 years. If day-time talk has been preoccupied 
with sex, race and family dysfunction, it may be because there is still so little discussion of those rather 



significant topics elsewhere on television, even in the nineties. All movements have their crazies. Yet when 
Oprah Winfrey can rank in a poll as the celebrity Americans believe to be most qualified to be president 
(far more than Bill Bennett by the way), something significant is going on. 
 
 Just as vaudeville was the root of much early American television, the circus and carnival with their 
freak shows influenced talk shows.  Like any new television genre, these talk shows were a mixture of old 
programming types - many of which once dominated the daytime.  Morning and afternoon talk, geared 
mostly to women, has a long TV history beginning with Arthur Godfrey and with Art Linkletter’s People 
Are Funny.  From the soap opera, these new shows borrowed a feminine style of disclosure and a focus on 
issues considered to be of particular relevance to women, like family and relationships.  Game shows were a 
rich source:  From program like The Price Is Right the new talk shows learned how to involve an audience 
of ordinary people. From games like Strike It Rich and Queen for a Day they learned about the 
entertainment value of debasing “contestants” who will tell their sob story for money or fleeting fame. And 
from Family Feud they learned that conflict sells in the daytime. Throw in a smattering of TV religion (the 
televised confession and revelation so prominent on these shows), melodrama (Will the runaway teenager’s 
father take her back?), and the news sensibility of Barbara Walters, once an early-morning main-stay on 
Today, and the pieces were in place for a profitable genre - especially because daytime talk shows are so 
inexpensive to stage. 
 
 Like other popular forms of programming, these shows also mirrored their times.  Phil Donahue 
created the genre because network television wasn't reflecting the serious concerns of many of its women. 
viewers.  It began in 1957, at the dawn of the women's movement, when this Midwestern Catholic started a 
new type of daytime talk show in Dayton. Ohio, hosting for that first show atheist Madalyn Murray O 'Hair. 
Donahue's story was simple: "The average housewife is bright and inquisitive,” he said, "bur television 
treats her like a mental midget." His approach was to take TV talk out of its preoccupation with 
entertainment celebrities, and tackled instead (often with only one guest an hour) "difficult" women's issues 
that television wasn 't addressing - sexism, artificial insemination, impotence, and homosexuality -
combined with more traditional topics, like bathroom fixtures.  "He flies in the face of TV tradition, which 
used to be that you didn't risk offending anyone,” Steve Allen, former host of The Tonight Show, said. 
Donahue also brilliantly added an active studio audience, usually composed almost entirely of women 
(though not by design - they're just the ones who showed up), which not only served as a kind of Greek 
chorus for the guests, but also asked many of the show's most penetrating questions. 
 
 For his part, Donahue the rebel frequently bounced about the crowd microphone in hand, smashing 
the barrier between host and audience. It didn't hurt the show's populist appeal that it came to stations 
independently through syndication, rather than from a paternalistic network. In its heyday, Donahue also 
originated from Chicago - in the nation’s heartland - rather than among the elites in New York. The more 
the women's movement progressed, however, the more well-educated women left home for the workplace, 
and found other outlets for their interests. That left Donahue and his imitators with a growing audience of 
less-affluent, homebound women who often were full of anger and confusion, ignored as they were by more 
elite media. The women's s movement first made Donahue, and then took away the cream of his audience 
who were interested in more serious topics. 
 
 Still, for over a decade he had the field to himself before along came a certain Oprah Winfrey in 
1983. She was an empathetic black woman and former coanchor of the local news in Baltimore. Oprah's 
advantage over Donahue was that seeming to resemble her audience, she used that similarity to create a talk 
show which made the political more personal. Her program was infused with a therapeutic sensibility: 
Though Oprah did some politics, like her celebrated show in Forsyth County, Georgia, in 1987 (when white 
racists were on the march), she was more likely to do a show on abusive boyfriends, recovering alcoholics, 
or competitive sisters. The cause of many of the problems discussed on her show was not  so much men, but 
the so-called rigid confines of traditional family.  "What we are witnessing with the proliferating talk show 



is a social revolution, which has at its core the demystification of the family," Michael Arlen, former TV 
critic for the New Yorker, would tell a reporter much later. Say goodbye to Ozzie and Harriet! 
 
 Oprah 's style was different too. If Donahue was, at heart, a journalist exposing issues, Oprah ran 
what she called a "ministry" - the "church" being a branch of pop psychology which held that revealing 
problems, improving self-esteem, and receiving empathy could cure just about anything, and empower 
women besides.  Oprah hugged but guests, wept openly, and personally said good-bye to each member of 
the studio audience after a show.  Even in 1996, Oprah spoke far more often on her shows than other hosts 
did. She confessed on the air that she had been sexually abused by relatives as a child, and in later years 
that she had smoked cocaine. On a show about dieting, she told the audience about the night she ate hot-dog 
buns drowned in syrup. 
 
 Oprah's race and street sass ("Hey, Girl!") also made her more authentically hip, at least to her 
audience, than almost anyone else on television.  Oprah would call her success an alternative to the 
"Twinkies and Barbie and Ken dolls" that make up so much of television. "Racism remains the most 
difficult subject in America, and it is only really on the talk show that the raw hatred and suspicion that the 
races feel for each other is vented," Aden had told that reporter. As a host who could walk the narrow line 
between the races, Oprah offered reassurance which others couldn't hope to match. That cultural 
bilingualism also allowed her to put together an audience coalition of the sort that Jesse Jackson could only 
dream about. 
 
With rock-and-roll in the 1950s, black artists had been swept aside so that more-acceptable white singers 
could "cover" their songs.  With daytime talk, the opposite occurred.  Oprah' s show soon wiped out 
Donahue in the rating - and everyone else, too.  By 1994, Working Woman put Oprah's net worth at over 
$250 million.  By then the show itself was grossing almost $200 million a year, had 55 percent more 
viewers than Donahue (its closest competitor), and enjoyed higher ratings on many days than Today, Good 
Morning America,  and the CBS Morning News combined. 
 
 Understandably, Oprah's success bred imitators. Since other hosts couldn't hope to match her in 
identifying with the audience personally (Ricki Lake was a notable exception, as she went after younger 
viewers), they tried to win viewers by topping her with their list of sensationalistic topics and revelations. 
As TV news became ever more tabloid, these shows pushed the envelope even further. By 1992. even 
Donahue was tickling topics like "Safe Sex Orgies" and "What Happens When Strippers Get Old?"  Other 
shows borrowed from the confrontational style of talk shows once run by Mort Downey Jr. and turned 
Oprah's group hug into a daily talk riot with topics like "Wives Confront the Other Woman.” 
 
By the mid-1990s, an average day on these other shows revealed subjects like "Married Men Who Have 
Relationships with Their Next-Door Neighbors," "Mothers Who Ran Off with Their Daughter's Fiance,” 
and "Drag Queens Who Got Makeovers." A 1995 study of these programs, done by a team of researchers at 
Michigan State University found that a typical one-hour show had: 
 

four sexual-activity disclosures, one sexual-orientation disclosure, three abuse disclosures, two 
embarrassing-situation disclosures, two criminal-activity disclosures and four personal-attribute 
disclosures, for a total of 16 personal disclosures… 
 

These entertainment programs were selling more, however, than just their guests' disclosures or the "hot" 
topics which seemed to come straight out of the supermarket tabloids. They also purported to offer group 
therapy for the masses, at a price everyone could afford. As psychotherapist Murray Nossel once told a 
reporter, America is "the country that popularized psychoanalysis. Freud's theory of the psyche is that 
repression brings depression, whereas expression is liberating. Emotionally to cathart in America, to reveal 



one's darkest secrets, is a desired social good in and of itself."  Critics would have a field day pointing out 
the dangers of trying to provide such "therapy" on television, but that played right into the notion that elites 
were trying to keep the masses away from something that had once exclusively been available only to the 
well-to-do. After all, if daytime talk shows thrived on the violation of taboos that was, in part, to stick a 
finger in the eye of those members of the Establishment who looked down on a television pursuit favored 
by the downscale. 
 
 The supporters of these shows also felt that they regularly received too little credit for tackling 
issues which mainstream television had traditionally ignored, like race and family dysfunction.  “If people 
didn't get up there and talk about incest," Lee Fryd, director of media relations for the Sally Jessy Raphael 
show once told a reporter, "it would never come to light."  If these shows often presented what many 
considered a freak parade, others would argue that they had helped bring nonconformists further into the 
mainstream. Joshua Garrison. a cultural critic, once wrote: 
 

The story here is not about commercial exploitation but just about how effective the prohibition on 
asking and telling is in the United States, how stiff the penalties are, how unsafe this place is for 
people of atypical sexual and gender identities.  You know you're in trouble when Sally Jessy 
Raphael (strained smile and forced tear behind red glasses) seems our best bet for being heard, 
understood, respected, and protected.  That for some of us the loopy,hollow light of talk shows 
seems a safe, shielding haven should give us all pause. 

  On the other hand, the values of these talk shows were oddly traditional - one reason why they 
posted such strong ratings with Bible Belt females who considered themselves conservative. The parade of 
guests was almost always hooted down by the studio audience, which embodied a rather conventional view 
of morality (albeit one heavily tempered by empathy for victims). The parade of "trash,” to use one critic's 
words, was also a way for those at home to feel better about themselves, since their lives were rarely as 
hopeless as what they could find here on the screen. Like so much else on TV, what these shows offered 
was a form of reassurance. 

 
 If these talk shows had a larger political consequence, it came with the administration of Bill 
Clinton, who accomplished little but empathized with everybody. He ran a kind of talk-show presidency 
forged in the 1992 campaign with his appearance on Donahue, and continuing in that year into a second 
debate with George Bush and H. Ross Perot which did away with journalist-questioners and substituted an 
inquiring studio audience like Oprah's. One of Clinton's principal contributions to our culture was to take 
the language and zeitgeist of the talk show and bring it into mainstream politics. After all, the "I feel 
your pain" trademark of his presidency first gained cultural prominence as a talk-show staple:  The whole 
point of talk shoes like Oprah's is to encourage "audience-victims" to "feel their pain" as a way of 
empowering themselves to strike back against those who seem more powerful. 
 
 Such a stance was undoubtedly a big reason why women, over time, supported Clinton so 
strongly.  In fact, by 1996, the talk-show style and its celebration of victims, was on display throughout 
both political conventions.  There was Libby Dole's Winfreyesque "among the delegates" talk to the 
Republican convention, Al Gore's speech recounting his dying sister's final moments, and the endless 
parade o f  the disease-afflicted.  Our politics had been Opracized. 
 
 Yet i f  the nineties has been a decade tending to elevate feeling over thought and encourage a no-
fault approach to behavior, the talk shows were hardly the only culprit, no matter what Bill Bennett 
Thought. Few cultural movements of this magnitude proceed from the bottom up rather than the other 
way around. As Michiko Kakutani would point out in another context in the New York Times, the cult of 



subjectivity enveloping America came as much from Oliver Stone, with his fantasies about JFK, and 
from "inventive" biographers like Joe McGinniss, as they came from Ricki Lake. Invective was as much 
a calling card o f  CNN's  Crossfire as it was of Montel and Jerry Springer. 
 
 By late 1995, however, in response to criticisms by Bennett and others (and as ratings for the 
"confrontational" shows dropped by as much as a third), Oprah changed her mix o f  guests and topics 
too, moving away from tabloid psychology and toward less-conventional, more-"educational" subjects 
like anorexia and planning for old age. "She said to us that after 10 years and 2,000 shows o f  mostly 
dysfunctional people, she felt it was time to start focusing on solutions," said Tim Bennett, Oprah's 
production-company president.  At the same time, The Rosie O'Donnell Show rose to daytime prominence 
by essentially taking the old fifties' up-beat variety formula. popularized by Arthur Godfrey, and 
repackaging it with a likable female host celebrity guests, and a nineties' zeitgeist. 
 
 But were even these small shifts something of a betrayal of a large portion o f  the talk show 
audience?  What was always most striking about this form of ''entertainment" - and what made it so 
different from anything else on television - was its never-ending portrait of despair and alienation. If the 
downtrodden who populated these shows popularized deviancy or celebrated the cheap confessional, they 
did it mostly as a plaintive cry for help. Yet Oprah had been there to bless them at the end of every 
weekday. 'They are the people you'd ignore if you saw them in line at the supermarket instead of on TV," 
Wendy Kaminer, a cultural analyst once wrote, but that was precisely the point. Talk television was yet 
another step in the 1990s' trend to democratization of the medium - this time to include the real have-nots. 
That may be why the elites responded with their usual rejoinder to let them eat cake. 


